well to the explanation offered in Ref. 1. The basic effects stem from structural features of the shock wave in
the plasma, primarily the discontinuity against the backgrcund of a continuous change in the electron temperature.
A more detailed analysis of the data available will require a substantial extension of the theory for the stmcture of the shock wave. In particular, it will be necessary to incorporate the time variation and contribution
of ionization and recombination processes t o the energy
balance.
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Stopping of fast ions in a dense plasma
M. M. Basko
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A theoretical model is proposed for the Coulomb energy loss of fast ions (0.1 MeV/amu S; E , S 1 GeV/amu)
over broad ranges of the temperature and density of the stopping medium (0< T < 300 keV, 0 < p < lo6
g/cm3).Both free and bound electrons are taken into account, as is the scattering by ions of the medium. The

-

10-20% at ion energies E,-0.1-1
expressions derived for the stopping power are accurate within
MeV/amu, improving to -5% at E l > 10 MeV/amu. With increasing temperature in a dense medium
@/m,A, 2 loz2ern-') the Coulomb mean free path of the fast particles initially increases by 10-40% before it
begins to decrease.
1. INTRODUCTION

_

:

In this paper we propose some simple expressions
for the rate at which fast ions a r e stopped in a medium
with thermodynamic parameters over broad ranges: 0 <
p<lO6 g/cm3 and O<T<300 keV. The practical need
for such expressions arises from the design of high-current light-ion accelerators1 and the development of the
concept of a fusion reactor using beams of light ions.213
The stopping of heavy ions (and probably that of light ions
also), even in the most intense beams presently capable
of being produced by the best accelerators, can be described in the one-particle approximation,' i.e., in the
limit of vanishingly small density of beam particles. In
this approximation, each ion of the beam, with atomic
mms Ai and atomic number Z,, gives up its energy individually in a manner unaffected by the presence of
other fast particles in a Coulomb interaction with the
electrans and ions of the medium. Fastu particles a r e
those with klnetic energies 0.1 ~ e V / a m u< El Q 1 GeV/

-

-

mu.
-

Strictly speaking, in order to calculate the stopping
power we need to know the camplete spectrum of energy
excitations of the medium, and we need to be able to cald a t e the charge of the fast ion, eZief, and the probabilities for transitions between various energy states of
the medium. The fact that the fast ion i s not a point
charge k t is instead surrounded by a cloud of electrons
must be taken into account; these electrons themselves
may undergo transitions from some energy states to
others. Since the problem in this general formulation i s
naS going to be solved in the near future, we take a simplified approach here, working from a semiempirical
2 formula for Zief and in the average-ion approximation5
In the description of the properties of the medium. This
C

~

W

I D I ~ E ~ ~ 'I~IGI
P ~ , N
, ,-~.,,

-ner
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study differs fundamentally from all earlier studies in
using the correct ionization equation for a dense plasma
and a more accurate p r o c e h r e for calculating the average excitation energy li of the bound electrons. As a
result we find an interesting effect, characteristic of a
dense plasma and not seen in similar calculations by other
investigatorsb7: As the temperature of the medium is
raised at a fixed density, the stapping power of the medium initially decreases by 10-40% and only then begins
to increase.
2. STOPPING BY BOUND ELECTRONS

-

We will derive the stopping power S = p'id~l/dx
for a medium which, for simplicity, is assumed to consist of atoms of a si@e species with an atomic mass
4 and an atomic number 3. The medium is assumed
to be at a statistical equilibrium characterized in general by equal electron and ion temperatures Te and Ti.
For given values of Te and p, the degree of ionization
y = y (p, Te) (the number of free electrons per atomic
cell) i s fcund from the ionization equation
P.(Y/V,T.)+f

(y)

=b(Z,/V)P(l+p~:p)-~,

(1)

where V is the volume of the atomic cell, I(y) i s a
smoothed interpolation of the discrete ionization potentials, pe i s the chemical potential of an ideal Fermi gas
of electrons, and b, 8, p, and a are constants which c h a r
acterize the individual properties of the elements. All
the quantities in Eq. (1) a r e expressed in atomic units.
Values of the const?nt~in tbis equation for several elements a r e listed in Table I (see Ref. 5 for more detaile).
We write the overall stopping power as the sum of

n l c n - n - a ~ ? InR naaa-nfi r n a 7n

m ians

I--.

.

.

fcur terms,

2) the increase in the atamic frequencies w with the
thermal ionization of the atom, accompanied by the separation of the cuter electrons which a r e partially screening the nuclear charge.

which describe the contributions of bound and free electrons, free plasma ions, and bare nuclei, respectively.
The general expression for She isa

For this purpose we break up the product (3- y)Lk
in (3) into a sum over the individual subshells in the
Hartree- Fock- Dirac model of the atom,

where eZlef i s the charge of a fast ion moving at velocity
v,, (z2- y)is the number of bound electrons p e r atom of
the medium, mA i s the atomic mass unit, and Lbe is the
Coulomb logarithm. For simplicity we separate the re1
ativistic corrections from the Coulomb logarithm; then
in the calculation of this quantity below we can deal with
nonrelativistic momenta and energies.

-

Under the condition L b >> 1, the Coulomb logarithm
i s conveniently written in the form

mn

where h
, and
are, respectively, the maximum
and minimum changes in the momentum of a fast ion a s
a result of a collision with a field particle (a bound eleci s obvious:
tron in this case). The expression for
The correct values of Mnin the classical limit @vl <<
ziee2)and the quantum limit @vl >> zIefe2) were first
calculated by ~ o h r and
'
~ethe." loch" has studied the
transition region. The Bohr- Bethe- Bloch results can
be described very accurately by the simple expression
where CI i s the average excitation frequency of the atomic
electrons, and In y = 0.577 i s the Euler constant.
Bethe was able to calculate P only for an isolated
hydrogen atom, for which fiw' = 1.105Ry. For heavy atoms,
no theoretical values of 3 have been derived s o far. Experimental values of w' have been found for all elements
up to uraniumi2 but only at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. We need an approximate procedure
for estimating w' which i s applicable to both isolated ions
of arbitrary charge in a tenuous plasma and the compressed atomic cells in a dense medium. The following
two effects must be described accurately:

-

1)the sequential .turning off. of atomic shells as

the velocity of the slowing ion, v,, becomes smaller than
the atomic electron velocities in the corresponding
shells;
690
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.
-,
3

n.1.i

and we assume that the quantities
An. 1 , ,=(pdpmm) n. I . ,

(8)

a r e again given by (5) and (61, in which we a r e to substitute the appropriate value of the average excitation
frequency, 6% 1, j, for each subshell. The summation
in (7) mns over only those subshells in which there are
bound electrons. In our average-ion model, the number
of electrons in the outermost filled subshell may be a
fraction.

f

s

-s

-$

4
-

---

The sequential turning off of the inner subshells for
by meane of a universal
dependence H k h ) . Clearly, we have Hbeh) M In A at
A >> 1, while this function vanishes at A = 0. The partic)
at A 4 1 i s determined
ular way in which ~ b e h decays
by the shape of the excitation spectrum at frequencies
oGG.
Thinking of the more general case of a quasicontinuous spectmm, to which Firsov's resultts H b e h ) a
applies, we use the simple expression

An,l . ,G 1 i s taken into account

ih. (A) =In [ l+N(i+3,5/A5) I,
which agrees reasonably well with experimental data1' on
the stopping of protons (Fig. 2).
5%
1

=s

Describing the exclusion of the shells by the hnction Hbe h ) , we may assume that the average frequencies 1
s
cn, 1, j a r e independent of the velocity of the fast ion,
53
vl, and we need consider their dependence on only the
degree of ionization y. Clearly, we have han.1. ,-en. I. j,
in order of magnitude, where en,,,=EN l.,(y) i s the detachment energy (energy of the transition to the c o n t d 5
--=z
of an electron in subshell n, 1, j. We set
--

2

3
-3

P

~ G . , I , , = ~ ( YI ,(Y),
)E~

(10)

where the excitation coefficient g(y) is the same for all
subshells of a given ion. The accuracy of this approximation can be judged by comparing the values c a l c d d
f o r go = g(yd for various substances under standard
ditions LTe'TO=300 K, P = 7 6 0 t 0 r r , p a p o , y e ' Y ( C k
TO)] from experimental values of cJ = Qeq. 6inm the
M.M. Basko
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c
-

2

.-

@
3

Bethe formula i s used to determine GJeF in the highenergy limit, E , 2 100 ~ e ~ / a m at
u ,whlch the contribuand S, can be ignored, the values of go can
tions of
be fmnd from

sults of several theoretical
we propose the
following algorithm for calculating Sf,:

where it is assumed that Te = To, p = po, Z1 = A, = 1, El
= mpc2. Values of tiEexp are tabulated in the review by
~ h l e n ' ~electron
;
binding energies for isolated atoms a r e
given in Ref. 15; and expressions for Lf, a r e given below (in Sec. 3). We see from Table I, which lists values
of yo and go for several elements, that the scatter in the
values of go from element to element is comparatively
small, l.2<g042.3. Using the extreme values g(yD) = go
and g(% 1) = g~ = 1.105, we find the following simple
interpolation formula for g(y):

'

-

g(y)=

I:,

go+(g,-go)(y-y,)/(Z,-l-y,),

O<Y~Y~,
y.<y<Z,-l,
2,-lSy<Z,,

(12)

where yc = y(p, TD) i s the low-temperature ionization
state.
The increase in the detachment energies E,, l , j (y)
as the higher stages of ionization a r e approached i s 1ncorporated in the approximation
(13)

En. ~ , j ( y= E) m , r,j(O)+ A e ( y ) ,

where the correction Ar (y), for removal of the screening by the external electrons, does not depend on the
quantum numbers n, 1 , j:
A e ( y ) =ma. {O; I,+,-ez,-,-2

Ry b ( Z z / V ) P ( l + p T . Z V " ) - ' ) . (14)

-

Here Iy + 1 i s the potential of the ionization y y + 1,
and E Z ~ -isthe
~
binding energy of the (Z2 y)th electron
in the isolated neutral atom. Expression (14) gives a
fairly accurate description of the limit of a tenuous
plasma (V -- m), in which we have AE ( Y ) = I . + ~ - E Z . - ,
(Ref. 16). In a dense, nonideal plasma, the electrons
continue to partially screen the nuclear charge even after
they undergo transitions to the continuum. This effect i s
incorporated in (14) by means of the same correction to
l(y) as in ionization equation (1). Clearly, this correctlon gives a qualitatively correct description of the de:
i crease in A E (y) with increasing density. It i s hard to
: judge just how good its quantitative accuracy is, since we
have neither theoretical calculations nor experimental
data on (; in a highly compressed substance. For non; Integer values of y, the quantity E 2 , j (y)i s found from
: the formulas for a linear interpolation between the ad- jacent integer values.

-

-

-

-

-

Figure 1 compares the procedure for calculating

$

Z

The quantity ne = m / & m ~is the volume density of free
electrons. Expressions (15)-(24) are actually obtained by
matching all the asymptotic expressions differing in the
values of the four dimensionless parameters which characterize the stopping of a test charge in an ideal plasma:
The degeneracy parameter J, = q / k (EF
~ ~is the Fermi
energy of an electron gas of density ne), the Bohr parameter A = e2ziefhvef, and the two Racoustic" parametew
xe and xi. The transition from "supersonicR stopping at
Q >> 1 to nsubsonicm stopping at Q << 1 calculated for a
Boltzmann ($ << 1) plasma in Ref. 21, for example, is
described well by expression (22): The absolute e r r o r
in the value of Lf, is less than o r equal to 0.1. The
Boltzmann ($ << 1) and Fermi (J, >> 1) asymptotic expressions have been joined by means of simple expression
(181, which gives the correct caefficient of the logarithm
in the limit J1 >> 1, xe << 1 (Ref. 22). On the other hand,
a comparison with the result6 of a rigorous integration
of the dielectric constant of a degenerate plasma2s shows
that the simple expression (la), combined with (22), can
result in an e r r o r 50% in the values of Sfe at xe 1,
while autside the interval 0,45ze<3 this e r r o r i s always
SiOoi~. Just how accurate this scheme i s in the intermediate region $ 1 i s not clear at this point. In e q r e s sion (24) for the effective radius of the screening by free
charges, ref,the ions a r e 'turned onm at xi 1 by means
of the same formula, (22). as is used to turn on the electrons at xe 1. Expression (3)sets a lower limit on the
possible values of ref: the . s t r o w -screening radius
( 3 ~ ~ ~ f / 4b ~f ). ' 24).
/ ~

G(y) described above with atomic ~ a l c u l a t i o n s ~for
~*'~

Isolated aluminum and gold ions. The agreement is seen
1 to be far better than in models of other i n ~ e s t i ~ a t o r s , ' ~
*
especially after we assign aluminum the value go = 1.323,
calculated from the theoretical result" 8,4, y l
= 120.7
eV, which i s quite different from the value Kweq = 164
eV.

? 3. STOPPING BY FREE ELECTRONS
-To calculate the stopping power of the electrons of
5 tbe continuous spectrum we use the formulas derived in the
a

&?
s - h r y of a oollisionless plasma.
Incorporating the rejg;
-

&?
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4. STOPPING BY THE IONS OF THE MEDIUM
Stopping due to collisions with ions can become important at the end of the range in either a hot plasma
with Xe << 1 o r a cold medium if E, <, 0.5 MeV/amu and
Z1 >> 1,
>> 1. Collisions with ions of the medium can
be classified somewhat arbitrarily as distant and close;
we use an impact parameter r = rs as the boundary between the two types. We denote by Sfi and Sm the coresponding contributions to the total stopping power. If
r >> rs, the beam ions and thoee of the target interaot as
if they were point charges eZief and ey, while if r << rs
the nuclei of the colliding ions penetrate into the screen-

S, MeV. cmz/g

0. Oi

0.1

E,,

bll

W

MeV

FIG. 2. Stopping p w e n of various meralt under standard conditions for
protons, plotted against the proton energy. 1) Be: 2 ) Al; 3) Fe: 4) Ag; 5)

U. Solid lines) Present calculations: dashed lines) compilation of experimental data from Ref. 14.

FIG. 1. Average excitation erb?.rgy ;TI of isolated ions versus the ion
chprge y. 1. 3) Aluminum; 2. 4) gold. 1. 2 ) Calculated from the formulas
of the prerent srudy: 3) data from Ref. 17; 4) from Ref. 18.

S, MeV c m v g

ing cloud of bound electrons and a r e repelled as point
charges eZi and e&.
To describe distant collisions we use the results from
the theory of Debye screening, as has been done for collisions with free electrons. As a result we find the following expression for Afi pmax/pmin:
Afi = min

1 (k24,,+fi;?J@)"
7)
+
2 M d : . s:f

r:
!

;

where Mo= ~ A A , A ~ / ( A ,A?) i s the reduced mass of the
colliding ions, and Vef,i i s the effective velocity of a test
ion, from (21).
Before we write the final expression for Sfi we need
to refine the concept of a range. As long ae we were
dealing with the stopping of ions by light electrons we
tacitly assumed that the fast ions lose all their energy
while moving along a straight line, and we drew no distinction between the reduced mass me/(l + m e / m ~ ~ , )
and the electron mass me. In the case of scattering by
heavy particles of mass m ~ A 2 the
, length of the rectilinear part of the trajectory, % a Mo, may be very different from the length of the trajectory RE a: mAA2, of
the total energy loss (the condition Re < RE always holds).
If Re << RE, the relaxation of a fast ion becomes diffusive
in nature. In this situation we a r e interested in the projection range I#
=,(%R ~ ) ' / ~egual
,
to the average displacement of a fast ion along its initial direction. We
accordingly assume

where, by analogy with (19),

FIG. 3. 1-61 Stopping power of tilver under standard conditions; 1) U iom:

2) Ag ions; 3) Ti ions; 4) A1 ions: 5) C ions; 6) Be ions: 7) rtopping power
o f aluminum for uranium ions. The stopping p w e n are ploned a g d a r
the ion energy. Solid lines) Prucnt calculations: dashed lines) electmn
stopping powen from Ref. 30; dotted lines) experimental data from Ref.
27 for Al- Ag and from Ref. 29 for U Al.

-

Comparing (28) with the results derived by Lindhard et
al?' in the T h o m a s - F e d model, we find the f d l d n g
values for the numerical coefficients in the expressiom
rs and L:,
r.=0.5la.[ZIt(max (2,-Z1

+Z,'(rnax (2,-y;

Going thraugh the corresponding arguments for close
collisions, we find
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.,;

i))-'l.

(30)

I })-"'I-",

~,,=ln[l+~../(l+0.35/n;':

)]

(31)

(aoi s the first Bohr radius). In deriving (30) we used tbq--%
method proposed in Ref. 26.

M.M.Basko

Figure 3 shows the e r r o r caused in the stopping
power of silver under standard conditionsby using the
universal formula (32) for Zief. Since Fig. 3 i s basically a comparison with the extrapolation of experimental data in accordance with Ref. 30, the following points
must be mentioned. First, the tables of Ref. 30 only
show the values of the electron component of the stopping
power, whose contribution to S dominates at El > 0.1
Mev/amu. Second, as recent experiments2s~2s
have shown,
the tables of Ref. 30 systematically underestimate S in
the energy range 0.1-10 MeA/amuas can be seenclearly
from curves 7 and 4 in Fig. 3. F a r from standard conditions, the e r r o r caused by using the simple formula
(32) may increase slightly, as i s indicated by the sys,
t
tematically lower values of qeffor gases and for met10
jot
T. eV
in3
als.= Even when we take this circumstance into account,
FIG. 4. Range of bismuth ions with an energy of 10 Ge~/nucIeusin lead
i
however, the e r r o r caused in S by approximatian (32) i s
; Venus the temperature of the lead for various densities of the lead: 1)
on the same order of magnitude a s the e r r o r in the cal1134; 2 ) 113.4; 3) 11.34; 4) 1.134; 5 ) 0.1134 g/cm3.
culations of Lbe and Lfe, and a more detailed description
of ZIef within the framework of this scheme would apparently be unwarranted.
5. EFFECTIVE CHARGE
Figure 4 shows the change in the stopping power of
A s in most other studies we assume that the effecfast ions far from standard conditions, for the case of
tive charge Zlef of the fast ion does not depend on the
bismuth ions with an energy of 10 GeV (47.85 ~ e v / a m u )
chemical composition or density of the medium but i s in,
being stopped in a lead plasma. The values of Zl, Z,,
stead determined by some univeral function of Z, and v,.
and El are taken to be the same as in Ref. 7, but i n conOn the other hand, we are obliged to give up the conventrast with the results of Ref. 7, our curves of the range
tional semiempirical expressions for Zlef, since they
versus the temperature and density of the medium are
were generally derived under the assumption ztef = S(Zl,
complicated and nonmonotonic. We are first struck by
vl)/s(l, v,), which ignores the Zl dependence of the
the following effect: At plasma densities >202' atoms/
Coulomb logarithms. In calculating the stopping power
cm3, the range initially increases 10-40% with increasS from the expressions given above, and comparing it
ing T, and only after this increase does it begin to fall
with the experimental data of Refs. 27-29 and the tables
off. This effect was not noted in Refs. 6 and 7, although
of Ref. 30, we used the following expression for the efits physical interpretation i s quite transparent: With infective charge:
creasing temperature, the degree of ionization of the
atoms
of the medium increases. The transition of elec(32)
Zt,f/Z,=[ i+ (0.62Zlq'u,/vl) 1$']-1"
',
trons from the discrete spectrum to the continuum affects
where v,, = eZ/fi i s the Bohr velocity. The functional dethe stopping power in two ways. First, the values of the
- pendence in (32) i s taken from Ref. 31. For protons we
Coulomb logarithm for free electrons, Lfec are larger
asmmed qef= 1, regardless of the value of the velocity
than Lbe, and this difference tends to increase the stropping
vl (Ref. 26). For the other elements, the values of Zlef
S, Second, the ionization i s accompanied by anincrease in
. were limited from below by the value of y, -the equilibthe plasma frequency wp and in the average excitation frerium degree of ionization of an atom (Z,, At) incorporated
quency from the discrete spectrum, w', i.e., by a deA,) with a density p and an electron
in a medium (q,
crease in the values of the logarithms Lf, and Lbe themj temperature Te.
selves; the effect is to reduce S. In a low-density plasma,
in which the difference between Lf, and L k is large, the
6. CALCULATED RESULTS
first of these factors i s dominant, and the range falls off
monotonically with increasing temperature. In a dense
The scheme described above can be compared diplasma,
with no great difference between Lfe and L b ,
rectly with experimental data only for media with stanthe
second
factor i s dominant in a certain temperature
2 dard temperatures and densities. Figure 2 makes this
interval, and the range increases with increasing T.
comparison for protons being stopped in various metals
; from various parts of the periodic table. Since we have
assumed Zlef = 1 for protons, the relative scatter of the
Nonmonotonic R(T) curves in a dense plasma were
theoretical and experimental curves in this figure i s a
first noted and explained in Ref. 4. However, since the
ionization calculations for a dense plasma in Ref. 4 were
j fairly good indication of the e r r o r of our scheme in deBcribing
the
spectrum
of
energy
excitations
of
the
mecarried out by the Saha- Raizer method, which clearly
g
exaggerates the increase in the average excitation freJ; dium. A s expected, the e r r o r s become large at energies
=
E, < 0.1 ~ e v / a m u ,corresponding to Coulomb logarithms quency (6)from the discrete spectrum, the reality of the
hump on the R(T) mrves has been suspect until the pres2
442 and L,.BI. For other values of p and Te (very
afferent from the standard values), this e r r o r should be
ent calculations. On the whole, however, the use of a
w a r a b l e to that in Fig. 2, if only because the prophysically more correct ionization equation, (I),and a
more accurate method for estimating w' in the present
- Posed scheme a c ~ r a t e l yconveys the change in the averpaper has had little effect on the qualitative behavior of
2 nge excitation energy fiLj with increasing degree of ions-l a o n (Fig. 1).
theR(T)curves.
2
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